GAIL MINAULT

Delhi College and Urdu

In the generation before the Indian revolt of 1857, the intellectual, literary, and religious life of Delhi was rich and vibrant. In contrast to the crepuscular portrait painted by Spear in *Twilight of the Mughals,* this was a period marked by renaissance and revival. In literature, this was the age of Ghalib, Mo'min, Zauq, and Bahādur Shāh Zafrar. In religion, Shāh ʿAbdu ʾl-ʿAzīz and his disciples and descendants sparked a number of religious reform movements. The printing press came to the Mughal capital in this period, and newspapers and printed books began to appear, marking the emergence of a wider reading public. At Delhi College, an educational institution founded in the late 1820s combining a pre-existing madrasa and a new college that taught English, the effort was made, if not to reconcile, at least to juxtapose oriental and western learning, both
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*Parts of this article have been presented at a workshop at Bonn University in December, 1996, and at the South Asian seminar at the University of Chicago in May, 1998. My thanks to Jamal Malik and C.M. Naim for their invitations, and to the participants for their questions and comments.

4. I.e.: *Dehlī Urdu Aḥbār* (1840), rpt. with foreword by Khvāja Aḥmad Fārūqī (Delhi: Urdu Department, Delhi University, 1972).
taught through the medium of Urdu. In all these arenas of intellectual life, Urdu was crucial. This was the age in which Urdu emerged, not only as a language of courtly poetry—that had already happened—but also as a language of prose, for the persuasion of religious followers, for the molding of public opinion, and for the transmission of knowledge.

Delhi College was only a part of a complex of literary and intellectual currents in the Mughal capital at that time, but it was a crucial, mediating institution. It brought together two forms of intellectual patronage: *awqaf* (sing.: *vagif*) or Muslim endowments for pious purposes, such as the encouragement of religious learning; and patronage by the state—in this case the expenditure of tax revenues by the East India Company to support education. The Company at that time was debating what sort of education to patronize, “oriental” or “western.” The college also brought together these two traditions of learning, although it must be emphasized that these categories are themselves constructions of cultural debates that began in the late eighteenth century and are by no means over in our time. Roughly defined, the oriental curriculum involved the study of the classical languages of India: Sanskrit, Arabic, and Persian, and the texts and branches of knowledge associated with their literatures and religions. The western curriculum at that time was a humanistic one, in transition from its own classical and clerical past, toward a greater emphasis on science. It included grammar and composition in modern languages (though Latin and Greek had not yet been dethroned in Europe), readings in history, philosophy, and such sciences as “natural philosophy,” various branches of mathematics, and astronomy.

The college also incorporated two styles of transmission of knowledge: The first was the *madrasa* tradition, based on the teacher-student (*ustād-shagird*) relationship and emphasizing oral transmission of set texts. The texts may have been copied out by hand, but the reproduction of knowledge was chiefly via memorization and oral exposition as vs. the printed word. In the western curriculum, the emphasis was increasingly
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on printed textbooks that could be mechanically reproduced and hence readily and cheaply available for students to read. Orality was being replaced by print, consequently, and thus the teacher-student relationship, while still important, was challenged by the vision of the individual scholar, deriving his knowledge from books or scientific observations. Such an individual style of scholarship necessitated the exchange of ideas via print, in scholarly journals or more popular periodicals.8

Similar to Delhi College, Urdu was a mediator. For the later Mughal emperors, Urdu had already become a mediating language between Persian and regional Indian languages, and between the imperial court and various regional powers. For the British too, Urdu (or Hindustani) filled the need for an Indian vernacular that was more generally understood than Persian, but that nevertheless had an association with government and incorporated administrative terms and concepts. It is important to remember that, as part of the process that resulted in the establishment of English as the language of higher administration in India in the nineteenth century, the vernaculars also achieved new recognition, utility, and importance. At Delhi College, Urdu was the common language in which the dialogue between different curricula, styles of teaching, and modes of transmission of knowledge was carried out.9

The Foundations of Delhi College

The British government in India first began to take responsibility for the education of Indian élites following the revision of the East India Company’s charter in 1813, when a sum was set aside from a projected surplus in the annual revenues for the support of education. The particu-


lar clause in the revised charter also brought to a head the debate between Orientalists and Anglicists within the British Indian administration, for it called not only for the “revival and improvement of literature [presumably oriental] and the encouragement of the learned natives of India,” but also for “the introduction and promotion of a knowledge of the sciences [presumably western] among the inhabitants of the British territories in India.”¹⁰ This provision in the law remained a dead letter until the 1820s, when a revenue surplus actually materialized, and when the General Committee of Public Instruction [GCPI] was established in Calcutta, followed by local committees in urban centers around India, including Delhi.

The Delhi Committee of Public Instruction, which included both British officials and local notables, investigated the state of learning in the Mughal capital in the early 1820s and reported that there were a number of madrasas and many smaller schools in the city, but that many of them were in a state of serious decline.¹¹ Among them was the Madrasa of Ghāzī ’d-Dīn Khān, built in the early eighteenth century just outside Delhi’s Ajmeri Gate. The Madrasa was a handsome late Mughal edifice, in the familiar red sandstone of Shahjahanabad, consisting of a mosque and a two-storied arcade that contained rooms for the teachers and students and enclosed a courtyard, entered by a massive gateway. Adjacent to the mosque was the marble tomb of the founder, Ghāzī ’d-Dīn Khān  Fīrōz Jāng, a nobleman who had served the Mughal emperor Aurangzeb in the Deccan and who was the father of the man who became the first Nizam of Hyderabad. In his will, Ghāzī ’d-Dīn Khān had established a vaqf for the support of the madrasa. Like many such endowments, it provided stipends not only for the teachers but also the students.¹²

By the early nineteenth century, the income from the original vaqf of Ghāzī ’d-Dīn Khān had declined, as had the student body, and the madrasa was in disrepair.¹³ About this time, the Delhi Committee of Public Instruction took an interest in this institution. In the mid-1820s,
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they obtained a grant from the general education fund for the support of oriental learning at the madrasa. In 1827, the government sanctioned an additional sum, supplemented by funds raised locally, to start English classes and teach astronomy and mathematics “on European principles” at the school. About this time, the Madrasa of Ghâziu ’d-Dîn Khân began to be called Delhi College, with an oriental section (the madrasa), where Arabic and Persian grammar, literature, and other Islamic subjects (‘îlâm) were taught, and an anglo-vernacular section (or institution), where western subjects were taught. In both sections, the medium of instruction was Urdu.14

Then in 1828 or 1829, Navâb I’timâd-u’d-Daula, a minister at the court of Awadh, established a new vaqf, specifying that the income from the endowment should go to the support of oriental learning in his native city, Delhi. He asked the East India Company to administer this endowment, indicating that—less than a decade before the Anglicize triumphalism of Macaulay’s famous Minute on Education—North Indian notables felt no cultural threat from the British administration’s educational policies. The GCPI thanked the Navâb for his “munificent donation” and suggested that—rather than found another institution—the income from his endowment could best be spent supporting the existing Delhi madrasa. The local committee in Delhi applied the funds from the Navâb’s vaqf to the account of the oriental section of Delhi College, and reassigned part of the government funds to the anglo-vernacular section of the college.15

By the mid-1830s, power on the GCPI in Calcutta had shifted definitively in favor of the Anglicists, leading to Macaulay’s Minute with its famous line about the formation of “a class of persons, Indian in blood and color, but English in taste, in opinions, in morals, and in intellect” that has been quoted ever since. He firmly rejected further support for oriental education, and opined that, even at those oriental institutions that survived the government’s change in policy, stipends to students should cease.16

In Delhi, the new policies emanating from Calcutta resulted in the cancellation of a number of student stipends. What’s more, the Principal

14MDK, pp. 22–23, 32–33; Sharp, pp. 188–9.
15Home (Pub) file # 8–14 & KW (15 July 1840), National Archives of India [NAI].
16Sharp, p. 116.
of Delhi College, J.H. Taylor, using some creative book-keeping, had been using funds from the Navāb’s waqf to meet expenses in both sections of the college, resulting in a further cut in support to the oriental section. The local committee, fighting against Calcutta’s policies, protested that the state had “greatly injured the interests of the institution.” It also investigated Taylor’s actions, expressing doubts that “the wishes of the Navāb have been fulfilled,” and reprimanded him for damaging “one of the few public colleges left to the people in which Oriental Literature is still being taught under the patronage of the British Government.”

Sir James Thomason, who later became Lieutenant-Governor of the Northwestern Provinces, emphasized Delhi College’s unique character:

> The Oriental College in Delhi … occupies a prominent part in the eyes of a large and influential body of the native community, whom it is most important to convince of our liberality and sincerity … Great and successful exertions had been made [by those connected with the college locally], and these it would be unjust and unwise to disappoint.

Among the local notables who supported the college was Mufti Ṣadru ’d-Dīn Khān “Āzurda,” the Ṣadru Ṣ-Sudur (chief judge) of Delhi, a member of the local committee of public instruction, and a poet who hosted one of the most illustrious literary salons of the city. Āzurda’s mush‘iras regularly featured the artistry of Ghalib, Mo’min and other poets. The local government had no desire to offend figures of such eminence.

The government in Calcutta took some remedial action, allowing some support for “efficient” oriental learning, and following up the reprimand of Taylor by replacing him as Principal with an Orientalist scholar, Felix Boutros, who had the advantage of knowing the languages he was supposed to be supervising. Boutros is mentioned in the sources as a French scholar of Arabic, but his name suggests that he was an Arab Christian from either Egypt or the Levant who had been educated in
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18Richey, p. 257.
France.\textsuperscript{20}

Under Boutros and his successor as Principal, Dr. Aloys Sprenger, Delhi College developed a high reputation as a center of learning in the Mughal capital, and as an arena of dialogue between eastern and western curricula, carried out in Urdu. This was a phenomenon that Macaulay’s grandiloquent minute did not foresee. The Orientalist-Anglicist controversy envisaged either traditional, religiously-based literary learning or else western learning in English, but not a combination of the two with instruction in a modern Indian language. This successful experiment was made possible by the many learned men of talent who participated as teachers, students, and administrators. Mufti \Sadr \d-Din \Azurda served on the local committee, as did Saiyid H\Hm\d\ 'Ali Kh\n, the nephew and heir of Nav\b \Hm\d\ 'd-Daula. The local committee originally hoped to employ a disciple of Sh\Hh \Abd \l-A\z\z as the head Arabic teacher,\textsuperscript{21} showing that there was no animosity between at least one branch of the Sh\Hh’s lineage and the British administration. By the early 1830s, the Arabic teacher was Maml\b \Hm\d\ N\n\v\tav\v, a distinguished Islamic scholar from a lineage that later produced the founder of the Deoband school. As Persian teacher, the committee hired Im\m \Bakhsh “\Hb\v”, who had distinguished himself as a tutor to a number of leading families in the city.\textsuperscript{22}

The poet Gh\l\b was also a candidate for the Persian post at Delhi College, but failed to get it because of a famous misunderstanding. Gh\l\b arrived for the interview in his palanquin, but when Thomason, who was conducting the interviews, failed to come out to the curb to receive the poet—did not greet him, in other words, in the way Gh\l\b felt befitting—he did not go through with the interview, but left in a huff.\textsuperscript{23} Thomason explained to the poet that he was bound by regulations. If this were a \d\r\b, a formal welcome would be in order. In such courtly

\textsuperscript{20}Sharp, pp. 150–1; MDK, pp. 154–5; cf. Home (Pub), 8–14 \& KW (15 July 1840), NAI.

\textsuperscript{21}This was Maulvi Rashd \d-Din Kh\n. The records are incomplete in the 1820s, and he may have been employed at the Madrasa in that period. BC #s 25694–95, 1826–27, Vol. 909, pp. 551–52, IOLR.

\textsuperscript{22}Khv\a\j\a \Mu\m\Hm\d\ \Hm\d, “Im\m \Bakhsh \Hb\v,” \Na\v\v-e \A\d\b, 14:1 (Jan. 1963), 14–33.

rituals, the British still held to Mughal forms, but not in interviews for employment. This anecdote could simply be an amusing reflection of the poet’s problematic relationship with the British. It was not an easy one, and Ghalib never fully received what he felt was his due. His pride, and a disjunction between what he and his British interlocutor felt was proper etiquette, got in the way of his securing a post at the college. 24 Imam Bakhsh was presumably more accommodating.

Translating Cultures

Notwithstanding such episodes, the fact remains that Orientalist scholars, British administrators, and local literati and notables were all part of making Delhi College what it was. Its creative role included not only instruction, but also translation, publication, and popularization. Vernacularization, making more knowledge available to more people, was essential to these processes. Macaulay had disparaged the “vernacular dialects” as being unfit “vehicles for conveying knowledge.” His opinion, both uninformed and condescending, nevertheless foresaw the need for translation and adaptation. In the development of textbooks and other forms of scholarly prose, Delhi College was at the center of a major effort of translation, further evidence of its mediating role.

This linguistic mediation involved translating texts into Urdu out of Arabic, Persian, and Sanskrit for the oriental section, and out of English and other western languages for the anglo-vernacular section. Translation, however, is an inexact science, dependent on the skill of persons who may know one language better than the other, on varying interpretations of meaning, and upon teamwork that is sometimes in short supply. Translation can betray, as well as convey, meaning. What concepts were translated and what was understood by readers of the texts are matters that are not easy to decipher. Nevertheless, to obtain adequate textbooks, the college had to initiate the task.

In the early 1840s, Principal Boutros started the Vernacular Translation Society, following the earlier example of the Calcutta Book Society but at a more advanced level. The society translated textbooks in medicine, law, science, economics, and history from English into Urdu.

24Cf. Peter Hardy, “Ghalib and the British,” in Russell, ed., Ghalib, the Poet and His Age, pp. 54–69.
Teachers and students both participated in the work of translation, creating their own textbooks in the process—an interesting blending of the oral and written traditions. Individual local benefactors helped finance the first translations and publications; then sales of texts helped the effort along. Publications appeared from a number of local presses and eventually from the college’s own press, the Maḥba‘u l-‘Ulūm. The government also agreed to finance the translation of math and geometry texts in order to bring western sciences to students in the oriental section.25

The list of the society’s publications includes basic textbooks such as Euclid’s geometry (which had been a part of the Arabic as well as the western curriculum), and histories of England, Greece, and Rome, and the geography of India. Science texts included both “natural philosophy” and yūnānt gibb (also from Arabic). Translation of oriental classics from Persian, Arabic, and Sanskrit included Sa‘dī’s Gūlistān, selections from The Thousand and One Nights, Laila and Majnun, and the Dharma Shastras.26 The Vernacular Translation Society, therefore, made it possible for students of Delhi College to participate in both “the revival and improvement of literature” and “the promotion of the knowledge of the sciences,” without any apparent conflict between the two goals. Although the two sections of the school remained discrete, the Orientalist-Anglicist controversy seemed to be much less salient in the Mughal capital city than it did in the chambers of government in Calcutta.

The study of western sciences such as astronomy and calculus was in great demand among the students of the college, including those in the oriental section. Delhi College students were cognizant of the Copernican revolution,27 even though most did not study English literature or west-
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26MDK, pp. 148–53; Report of the GCPI, Bengal for 1840/41–1841/42, App. XV by Boutros, d. Delhi, 1 July 1842, IOLR, V/24/948.

27In fact, Newton’s Principia and other works of European mathematics and astronomy that supported the heliocentric view of the universe had already been translated into Arabic and Persian in India in the late eighteenth century by Maulvī Tafazzul Ḥusain Khān of Lucknow. He is mentioned in the Asiatick Annual Register of 1803, pp. 1–8; and in Abū Ṭālib Khān, Ma‘ṣīr-e Ťālibi (personal communication between the author and M. Tavakoli-Targhi). Cf. Tavakoli-Targhi, “Orientalism’s Genesis Amnesia;” and C.A. Bayly, “Colonial Star Wars:
ern philosophy. There are several reasons for this that have little or nothing to do with religious prejudice or cultural resistance. The main reason was that in Delhi at that time, a knowledge of English was not a requirement for government service. Even after Persian was disestablished in the mid-1830s, Urdu was officially used in the local courts. Knowledge of Persian remained the mark of a man of culture, Urdu the language of everyday discourse and, increasingly, of government and public business. Hence a traditional literary education, plus—to be sure—some personal connections, were sufficient to gain access to government service. Many Delhi College students, of whatever religion, were willing to learn to speak some English, if only as a useful means of communication with their rulers. If they pursued literary studies, however, they usually did so in the classical languages of Arabic, Persian, and Sanskrit.

The curriculum at the college shows that the distinction between oriental and western learning, while maintained organizationally, was less clear in practice. Indeed, Boutros hoped to make the annual exams comparable in all subjects—except literature—for the students of both sections of the college. In the oriental madrasa, senior Arabic students of Maulānā Maṁlūk ʿAlī were examined on the Divān of Mutanabbī, the Maqāmāt of Ḥarīrī, and excerpts from Alf Laila (The 1001 Nights), on grammar and composition, and on their ability to translate Arabic works into Urdu (some of which were then published by the Translation Society). Students of Persian studying with Maulvī Imām Bakhsh were examined on the Inshaʿe Abu ʿl-Faḍhl (a manual of correspondence by the Mughal historian), the Sikandarnāma of Nizāmī (tales of Alexander the Great), plus grammar, composition, and translation into Urdu. In history, they read the Tārikh-e Timūrī (History of Timur), in geography, the Mirʿatu ʿl-Aqālim (A Reflection of the Climes), both in Urdu. In law, Sunni students read the Hidāya (a digest of Ḥanafī fiqh); and Shiʿa read Sharḥ ʿaṭṭ ʿl-Īlām and Naṣḥatu ʿl-Īmān (digests of Shiʿa fiqh). In math, the madrasa students studied the Urdu translation of Brown’s arithmetic, a standard textbook of the day, and in geometry—predictably—Euclid. In the Sanskrit classes, an experiment to teach math via the Lilavatī (a mathematical portion of Bhaskara’s Siddhanta Shiromani) did not succeed. Students complained that it was too difficult to learn both Bhaskara’s Sanskrit and math simultaneously; the teachers agreed and turned to
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The Politics of the Heavens in India” (draft in author’s possession, courtesy of C.A. Bayly).
math textbooks. Other subjects included logic, principles of natural philosophy, principles of legislation and of political economy, and the history of India.\textsuperscript{28}

The curriculum of the English institution included many of the same subjects. The students learned English and Urdu grammar and composition, and read literary selections. Urdu classes included instruction from Platt’s \textit{Grammar of Hindustani}, and readings from Mir Amman’s \textit{Bagh-o-Bahār} (Tale of Four Dervishes), and \textit{Anvār-e Subhālīt} (Animal Fables). In English, lower classes read from Richardson’s \textit{Selections} of poetry and prose, Bacon’s \textit{Essays}, and Shakespeare’s \textit{Macbeth} or \textit{Hamlet}. Upper classes tackled Milton’s \textit{Paradise Lost}, Shakespeare’s \textit{Tempest} and \textit{Richard III}, more of Bacon’s \textit{Essays}, Gibbon’s \textit{Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire}, and Adam Smith’s \textit{Wealth of Nations}. Apart from English classes, the textbooks were Urdu translations of basic texts of that time: Goldsmith’s histories of England, Greece, and Rome, Marshman’s history of India, Mill’s political economy, Macnaughton on Hindu and Muslim law, principles of social legislation—\textit{Uṣul Qavā’idu ‘l-Akhlāq}—compiled from the works of Bentham, Prinsep’s abstract of civil regulations, Whately’s logic and rhetoric, and general works on geography and agriculture. In mathematics, Brown’s arithmetic textbook, Euclid’s geometry (a constant), and the principles of algebra, calculus, and plane trigonometry were taught to various classes. The lower classes were also instructed in drawing and surveying. In science, in addition to general natural philosophy and physiology, other textbooks on the list of translations included Herschel’s astronomy, a manual of chemistry by O’Shaughnessy, and Goldsmith’s animated nature (zoology).\textsuperscript{29}

The Impact of Print


\textsuperscript{29}Ibid., In comparing lists of works in MDK and reports of the GCPI, it is not always clear whether lists of works translated by the Vernacular Translation Society, as reported by Boutros, represent aspirations or accomplishment. MDK’s lists of curricula seem more definite; these reflect the GCPI reports, with modifications over the years.
In the generation between 1827 and 1857, hundreds of students, Hindu, Muslim, and a few Christians, attended Delhi College. They studied with the teachers already mentioned, and many went on to become teachers at the college themselves. They worked under the aegis of the various principals: J.H. Taylor (whom we encountered above), Felix Boutros (who replaced Taylor and who was the moving spirit behind the translation effort), and then Dr. Aloys Sprenger, a medical doctor from the Tyrol who had joined the Bengal medical service in order to pursue his other, more compelling interest—Arabic and Persian philology—via a career in India. Dr. Sprenger was especially influential in the development of publications at the college press. In 1845, he founded a journal at the college that he called Qirânû 's-Sâ'dain, or “The Conjunction of Two [Fortunate] Planets,” an Arabic astrological term denoting the conjunction of Jupiter and Venus, but also a metaphor for a successful collaboration. The reference to the interaction of two cultures, East and West, in the mission of the college, is clear.31

Qirânû 's-Sâ'dain, was only one of the journals published by the college, and it did not survive for long. Another, that enjoyed a longer run, was the Khâirkhâb-e Hind (renamed the Mujrib-e Hind), edited by Master Ramchandra. Ramchandra, a Kayastha who eventually converted to Christianity, was a math professor at Delhi College and intellectually one of its leading lights.32 He wrote an original treatise on algebra that
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30Enrollment figures taken from GCPI reports are cited in MDK. In 1845, for example, there were 460 students, 215 in the Oriental section (75 studying Arabic, 109 Persian, and 31 Sanskrit), and 245 in the Anglo-Vernacular section. Of these, 299 were Hindu, 146 Muslim, and 15 Christian (p. 46). In 1853, there were only 320 students, 121 in the Oriental section (Arabic 39, Persian 57, Sanskrit 25), and 199 in the Anglo-Vernacular. Of these, 217 were Hindu, 93 Muslim, and 10 Christian (p. 35).


32On Ramchandra, see MDK, pp. 168–72; Edwin Jacob, A Memoir of Professor Yesudas Ramchandra (Kanpur: Christ Church Mission Press, 1902); Šadiqū ’r-Raḥmān Qidvā’ī, Māṣṭar Rāmĉandrā (Delhi: Department of Urdu, Delhi University, 1961); Sayyida Ja’far, Māṣṭar Rāmĉandrā aur Urdu Naтради Irāqā’ī mēn Unkā Ḥiṣā (Hyderabad: Abul Kalam Azad Oriental Research Institute, 1960).
received favorable notice in Europe and ultimately earned him an award from the government. In his writing and editing of Muḥibb-e Hind Ramchandra gave evidence of a voracious and eclectic mind that, in addition, reflected the ideas and books that were being discussed at Delhi College and in intellectual circles in Delhi in the 1840s. Some of the titles of articles written by Ramchandra that appeared in the pages of Muḥibb-e Hind exemplify the range of topics: “The Divisibility of Matter—A Strange Description from the Researches of European Scientists and Scholars” (“ʿEk Ḥāl-e ‘Ajib ʿUkāmīyān-aur ‘Āqilān-e Yūrap kī Tahqīqāt mēn sē”); “A Description of a Diving Bell by which means Things Sunken in the Sea may be Retrieved” (“Zikr-e ʿArāʾīn Bel, jis sē Dūbā Huvā Aṣbāb Samandar sē Nikāl Sakān”); articles on astronomy, on the work of Sir Isaac Newton, and a discussion of human reason [insān kt ‘aql kā bayān].

Ramchandra also included articles about ancient Greece (“On Demosthenes”), and about other Asian cultures (“On Confucius”), and serialized translations of Lane’s The Manners and Customs of the Modern Egyptians and of a biography of Shāh ‘Abbās of Iran. Other serializations included Vernacular Translation Society publications such as a history of England [Tarikh-e Inglistān] and Elphinstone’s The Kingdom of Caubul, and original publications from the college press, such as Tarikh-e Yūsuf, the travels of Yūsuf Khān Kambalpāsh to England. Ramchandra also discussed new technologies of agriculture and irrigation, and summarized works of history and popular science. One of the regular features in this periodical, devoted largely to dissemination of new knowledge about East and West, was a selection of Urdu poetry derived from accounts of local muṣāfarīs. This was evidence that relations between the college and local literati were still good.

The development of Urdu as a language of public discourse and

transmission of knowledge in print occurred, in part, thanks to personalities associated with Delhi College directly or indirectly. Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan, the founder of Aligarh College, is sometimes erroneously named among the graduates of Delhi College, perhaps because his first scheme for Aligarh was patterned after the two sections, and the Urdu medium, of the Delhi institution. He did not study there but did collaborate with Maulavi Imâm Bakhsh, Persian teacher at the college, on a study of the topography of Delhi, Āṣār u-Šanâdîd, which remains a leading source on the condition of the old city before much of it was destroyed during and after the 1857 revolt.\(^{35}\) Maulânâ Mamlûk ‘Alî Nânautâvî, Arabic teacher at the college, had among his students and descendants scholars who eventually founded the madrasa at Deoband.\(^{36}\) Delhi College was thus, in no small measure, the precursor of the two supposedly opposing centers of Indo-Muslim cultural revival and reform in the late nineteenth century: Aligarh and Deoband.

The role of the college in the literary life of the Mughal capital was significant. The relationship of Muftî Šâdru ‘d-Dîn Āzûrda to the local college committee has already been noted. The Muftî took part in examining advanced students in Urdu and Persian, and the more skilled among them gained access to his literary salon. The college press and its publications were respected in the city. Maulvi Muḥammad Bâqîr, founder in 1836 of one of the first Urdu newspapers in Delhi, the Dehlû Akhbaâr, printed a number of the Vernacular Society’s translations in his press and sent his son, Muḥammad Ḥusain Āzâd, to the college.\(^{37}\) Mohan Lal Kashmiri, who studied surveying at the college and was one of its first graduates, accompanied Burnes to Bukhara and contributed to the accounts of those explorations. Other graduates of the college included Maulvi Naẓîr Ḭâmid (1833–1912), whose father sent him from Bijnor to Delhi to study traditional Islamic sciences. When Naẓîr Ḭâmid was offered a stipend at Delhi College, his father agreed, on one condition: that he would not learn English. He did so only later in life, became a Deputy Collector in the British administration, and helped translate the Criminal Code into Urdu. He is best known as the author of numerous


\(^{36}\)Barbara Metcalf, Islamic Revival in British India, pp. 74–5.

didactic novels, some of the first works in that form in Urdu. His first novel, *Miratu ’l-‘Arūs* (The Bride’s Mirror, 1869), written originally for the instruction of his daughters, won a prize from the British Indian government as a “useful work of literature in the vernacular.” Another early graduate was Pyārē Lāl “Āshōb,” known both as an Urdu poet and author of the ethnography, *Rusūm-e Hind.*

Muḥammad Ḥusain Āzād (1830–1910), the originator of literary criticism in Urdu, was another graduate of Delhi College. His father, Maulvi Muhammad Bāqir, mentioned above as the proprietor of the *Dehli Urdu Akhbar,* later supported the 1857 revolt and was executed by the British. Muḥammad Ḥusain Āzād had worked for his father’s newspaper and fled Delhi after the revolt. He was later able to join government service in the Punjab and there wrote his major work, *Āb-e Ḥayāt,* a history of Urdu literature. His judgments on the literature of the past bear the stamp of his education, and his loss. As a great prose stylist, he often misjudged or disparaged the poetic muse of others, although when evaluating poets, he tended to glorify the poets of Delhi over all others. He served as the Secretary of the Anjuman-e Panjāb, a literary and educational reform association in Lahore. Together with W.R.M. Holroyd, the Director of Public Instruction in the Punjab in the 1870s, and Alīf Ḥusain Ḥāli, another Urdu poet with ties to Delhi, Āzād helped institute a series of *mush‘iras* in Lahore that promoted a new style of poetry, more topical and “natural” (according to English standards of the day) than the lyrical ghazal.

Yet another well-known graduate of Delhi College was Maulvi Žakāū ’l-Lāh (1832–1911), scion of a family that had served as tutors to the Mughal dynasty. Žakāū ’l-Lāh taught mathematics and wrote prodigiously.
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during his long career as an educator. Among his works, in addition to a large number of mathematics textbooks, was a laudatory history in Urdu of Victoria’s reign, the Vikṭoriyā Nāma. He is the subject of a respectful biography by C.F. Andrews.41

In the long run, undoubtedly the greatest accomplishment of Delhi College was its contribution to Urdu language and literature. Through its teaching, sponsorship of translations, and the writings and publications of its teachers and students, Delhi College contributed to the development of Urdu prose as a vehicle for the transmission of knowledge. It encouraged the development of a scholarly prose style, more direct than the flowery court prose of old, and contributed to the development of new literary forms, such as the novel, the short story, the essay, and literary criticism. New literary forms and styles encouraged the exchange of ideas in an emergent periodical literature, including newspapers and the periodicals published by the college and other presses. Delhi College was thus an institution that mediated between eastern and western cultures and mentalities, and did so in the vernacular, contributing to the emergence of an Urdu-speaking and reading élite in North India, composed of individuals of all religious persuasions. □